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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

\textbf{Background:} Social anxiety disorder (SAD) is a serious psychiatric condition with a high prevalence, and a typical onset during childhood/adolescence. The condition runs in families, but it is largely unknown which neurobiological characteristics transfer this genetic vulnerability (endophenotypes). Using data from the Leiden Family Lab study on SAD, including two generations of families genetically enriched for SAD, we investigated whether social anxiety (SA) co-segregated with changes in intrinsic functional connectivity (iFC), and examined heritability.

\textbf{Methods:} Functional MRI data were acquired during resting-state in 109 individuals (56 males; mean age: 31.5, range 9.2-61.5 years). FSL’s tool MELODIC was used to perform independent component analysis. Six networks of interest (default mode, dorsal attention, executive control, frontoparietal, limbic and salience) were identified at the group-level and used to generate subject-specific spatial maps. Voxель-wise regression models, with SA-level as predictor and voxel-wise iFC as candidate endophenotypes, were performed to investigate the association with SA, within masks of the networks of interest. Subsequently, heritability was estimated.

\textbf{Findings:} SA co-segregated with iFC within the dorsal attention network (positive association in left middle frontal gyrus and right postcentral gyrus) and frontoparietal network (positive association within left middle temporal gyrus) (cluster-forming-threshold $z$-2.3, cluster-corrected extent-threshold $p$-0.05). Furthermore, iFC of multiple voxels within these clusters was at least moderately heritable.

\textbf{Interpretation:} These findings provide initial evidence for increased iFC as candidate endophenotype of SAD, particularly within networks involved in attention. These changes might underlie attentional biases commonly present in SAD.

\textbf{Funding:} Leiden University Research Profile ‘Health, Prevention and the Human Lifecycle’. © 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)

1. Introduction

Social anxiety disorder (SAD) is a prevalent anxiety disorder [1–3], with serious and often life-long consequences for patients, their families and society [4–6]. Patients with SAD fear a negative evaluation by others and avoid social situations as much as possible.

With its typical onset during childhood and early adolescence [7–9], followed by a chronic course [10], suboptimal treatment [11,12] and high rates of comorbid psychopathology [13–15], the disorder is very incapacitating. This stresses the need for insight in the neurobiology underlying the development of SAD, in order to advance preventive interventions [16,17]. In the present work, we focus on the innate vulnerability to develop SAD, as previous research demonstrated that SAD runs in families: several studies involving families or twins indicated that being ‘genetically close’ to a patient with SAD leads to an enhanced risk to develop the disorder [18–20], and heritability estimates of SAD around 50 % have been reported [21]. Little is known, however, about the neurobiological variations underlying the genetic risk to...
Social anxiety disorder (SAD) is a serious psychiatric condition with a high prevalence, and a typical onset during childhood or adolescence. The condition runs in families, but it is largely unknown which neurobiological characteristics transfer this genetic vulnerability. Studying endophenotypes, i.e., heritable characteristics on the pathway from genotype to phenotype, could inform us about the genetic susceptibility to develop the disorder. Previous work indicated changes in functional brain connectivity related to SAD, for example in patients with the disorder as well as in children at risk for developing SAD. Specifically, alterations were present in brain networks involved in attention and emotion processing, such as the default mode network, dorsal attention network, executive control network, frontoparietal network, limbic network and the salience network. It is, however, unknown whether these alterations qualify as SAD endophenotypes.

Evidence before this study

Social anxiety disorder (SAD) is a serious psychiatric condition with a high prevalence, and a typical onset during childhood or adolescence. The condition runs in families, but it is largely unknown which neurobiological characteristics transfer this genetic vulnerability. Studying endophenotypes, i.e., heritable characteristics on the pathway from genotype to phenotype, could inform us about the genetic susceptibility to develop the disorder. Previous work indicated changes in functional brain connectivity related to SAD, for example in patients with the disorder as well as in children at risk for developing SAD. Specifically, alterations were present in brain networks involved in attention and emotion processing, such as the default mode network, dorsal attention network, executive control network, frontoparietal network, limbic network and the salience network. It is, however, unknown whether these alterations qualify as SAD endophenotypes.

Added value of this study

Using data from the unique Leiden Family Lab study on Social Anxiety Disorder, in which patients with SAD as well as their family members of two generations were included, we were able to examine two endophenotype criteria, within six pre-defined brain networks of interest. First, we investigated the co-segregation of social anxiety with changes in intrinsic functional connectivity (iFC) within families genetically enriched for the disorder; second, we estimated the heritability of iFC. Our findings indicate, for the first time, that alterations in iFC in the dorsal attention network and the frontoparietal network meet both endophenotype criteria, making them promising candidate endophenotypes.

Implication of all available evidence

These results provide initial evidence that increased iFC within the dorsal attention network and frontoparietal network are genetically linked with social anxiety. This way, the findings provide new insight in the genetic susceptibility to develop SAD.

SAD. A promising method to investigate the innate neurobiological susceptibility to SAD is the endophenotype approach, as endophenotypes are heritable, measurable characteristics on the pathway from genotype to phenotype [22–25]. Endophenotypes should be associated with the disorder of interest (criterion 1) and are supposed to be stable, state-independent traits, already present in a preclinical state (criterion 2). Furthermore, an endophenotype should be heritable (criterion 3), and an endophenotype typically co-segregates with the disorder within a family, with unaffected family members showing altered levels of the endophenotype when compared to the general population (criterion 4) – in other words: ‘the endophenotype is more prevalent among the ill relatives of ill probands compared with the well relatives of the ill probands’ [26], which can be examined by exploring associations between symptoms and the hypothesized endophenotype within families. As recently discussed [27], the application of the endophenotype-approach in psychiatry takes into account the notion that genes are ‘the biological bedrock of mental illness’, and as such they provide an important starting point to delineate the often complex pathophysiology of psychiatric disorders. This is of particular importance in SAD, given the high prevalence of the disorder already in adolescence [28] and the struggle to treat SAD effectively [29].

The Leiden Family Lab study on Social Anxiety Disorder (LFLSAD), which involved participants of two generations from families genetically enriched for SAD, was especially designed to examine neurobiological SAD endophenotypes [30]. In previous work on this sample, we reported on several promising SAD endophenotypes [31], involving characteristics of brain structure [32] and brain function [33–35], as neuroimaging data from the LFLSAD supported the endophenotype criterion of co-segregation of the endophenotype with social anxiety within the families, and provided evidence for heritability.

In addition to these structural and functional brain characteristics, the question whether connectivity of the socially-anxious brain meets the criteria for being a candidate endophenotype warrants attention. Brain connectivity can be determined by outlining the density of white matter tracts between brain regions using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI: structural connectivity), or by detecting correlations in brain activation patterns across regions, using functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI: functional connectivity) [36,37]. Within the LFLSAD, data to establish both types of connectivity were collected; while the present work focuses on functional connectivity [38], results of endophenotype analyses on structural connectivity are reported elsewhere [39,40]. Investigating connectivity is important, as brain regions do not function in isolation, but are tightly connected and part of large-scale networks; moreover, changes in connectivity could play a role in the development, expression and course of psychopathology [41–46]. Notably, genetic influences on brain connectivity are repeatedly established [47,48] and microscale alterations, for example in gene expression, are thought to underlie macroscale networks [49]. Moreover, multiple studies have indicated that functional brain networks have unique characteristics for each individual, which are stable over months to years [50,51], and that temperament traits can be predicted based on functional connectivity networks [52]. These findings were supported by a recent paper which used vector machine classifiers to demonstrate the stability and similarity of functional brain networks within and between pediatric and adult samples; this paper also pointed out that the genetic influences on functional brain connectivity are present already early in life [53]. Other studies have investigated the relationship between connectivity and trait anxiety; for example, Takagi et al. reported on a functional network underlying state, trait, and pathological anxiety [54]. Furthermore, a recent paper used connectome-based predictive modelling and showed that trait anxiety could be reliably predicted based on whole-brain functional connectivity, especially connectivity in limbic and prefrontal networks. These results were replicated in independent datasets adding to its validity [55]. Taken together, these observations provide initial support for the endophenotype criteria of heritability and trait-stability over time.

In addition, several studies revealed associations between functional brain networks and SAD (endophenotype criterion 1): SAD-related alterations in functional connectivity have been reported in multiple networks, including the default mode network, the dorsal attention network, executive control network, frontoparietal network, limbic network and salience network [56–65]. Furthermore, changes in functional connectivity have been reported in children at risk for developing SAD [66]. In addition, a meta-analysis on > 800 individuals with different levels of anxiety or anxiety disorders revealed hypo-connectivity between the executive control network and the limbic network; furthermore, hypo-connectivity within the salience network was associated with anxiety and anxiety disorders [67]; see also multiple reviews summarizing findings in anxiety disorders [45,68,69].

To the best of our knowledge, no study to date has explored functional brain connectivity as a candidate endophenotype of SAD, although the evidence summarized here and elsewhere [31] suggests that indices of functional connectivity have good potential to qualify as candidate endophenotypes. Given the heritable background of SAD, investigating whether measurements of functional connectivity qualify as endophenotypes could provide important additional
knowledge to improve prevention and intervention for children and adolescents who are vulnerable to developing SAD due to their genetic make-up [70].

Here, we investigated intrinsic functional connectivity (iFC) within six networks of interest, being the default mode [56,57,71], dorsal attention [71], executive control [61,66,71], frontoparietal [71], limbic [60] and salience network [56,60,66], based on the findings reported in previous work. We explored whether iFC within these networks co-segregated with social anxiety within the families; next, we estimated heritability. We hypothesized, based on previous work as summarized above, that characteristics of these networks would meet these two criteria for endophenotypes.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Data originated from the Leiden Family Lab study on Social Anxiety Disorder (LFLSAD), a multiplex, multigenerational study in which families genetically enriched for SAD are included [30].

Families were recruited through media exposure, like interviews in Dutch newspapers, on television and radio; furthermore, the study was brought to the attention of patient organizations, to clinical psychologists, general practitioners and mental health care organizations. Recruitment was targeted at families in which multiple family members experienced ‘extreme shyness’ and took place between Summer 2013 and Summer 2015. Families were invited for participation when a parent (aged 25 - 55 years old; ‘proband’) had a primary diagnosis of SAD; secondly, a child within this nuclear family was supposed to suffer from clinical or subclinical SAD (‘proband’s SA-child’; age 8 – 21 years). The proband’s SA-child should live at home with the proband; comorbidity other than internalizing disorders or substance abuse was an exclusion criterion for the proband and proband’s SA-child. In addition, to these two SAD-cases, first- and second-degree family members of two generations were invited to participate, being the proband’s partner and other children of the nuclear family (age ≥ 8 years), as well as the proband’s sibling(s), with their partners and children (age ≥ 8 years). These family members were included independent from the presence of psychopathology. Insufficient comprehension of the Dutch language was an exclusion criterion for all participants, and general MRI contraindications led to exclusion of the MRI experiment.

2.2. Screening and inclusion of families

The inclusion of families consisted of several steps and has been described previously in a dedicated design paper [30]. First, potential probands were screened for eligibility by a telephone call or an email, depending on their preference. This screening consisted of questions with respect to the presence of social anxiety in the proband and the proband’s SA-child, the age of the proband and his or her child(ren), and the potential number of family members that could be invited for the study. In addition, probands were further informed about the study. When they passed the screening and showed interest in participation, an information letter was sent to the proband and his or her nuclear family members, containing detailed information about the study. Two weeks later, participants were contacted by telephone and any questions about the study were answered. Next, the proband, the proband’s spouse, and the proband’s SA-child were invited to come to the Leiden University Medical Center for an introductory meeting and structured clinical interview by an experienced clinician, in order to confirm the presence of a primary diagnosis of SAD (proband) and (sub)clinical social anxiety (proband’s SA-child). Furthermore, a screening was performed to exclude the presence of autism in the proband and the proband’s SA-child, and developmental disorders like attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. When the inclusion criteria were met, the proband and his or her nuclear family were included in the study. In addition, we asked the proband to contact his or her sibling(s), in order to confirm that they were interested to be informed about participation in the study. Given a positive response, these siblings, together with their partner and/or children, were invited to participate by the investigators. Given the inherent characteristic of socially anxious people to avoid new situations and their tendency to stay out of the spotlights, we encouraged participants to visit the lab together with their family members, in order to make them feel more comfortable. Although we emphasized the importance of including as many family members as possible within the study, we also indicated that each individual was free to decide whether or not to participate.

In line with this procedure, the LFLSAD sample (total: n = 132, nine families; MRI sample: n = 110, eight families) consists of family members of two generations (Fig. 1). Participants completed a number of measurements, such as a diagnostic interview, self-report questionnaires and an MRI scan [30].
2.3. Ethics and sample-size estimation

The study was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the Leiden University Medical Center and all participants provided informed consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki: both parents signed the informed consent form for their children, and children between 12 and 18 years of age signed the form themselves as well. Participants received a financial compensation. Confidentiality of the data was maintained by the use of a unique research ID number for each family member.

Detailed information about the LFLSAD and an a priori power-calculation for the study are outlined in [30]; furthermore, the study was preregistered online [72,73] (osf.io/E368H and osf.io/AQ3SV).

2.4. Phenotyping

In order to facilitate extensive phenotyping, the LFLSAD protocol consisted of several measurements [30]. The following assessments are relevant for the present work.

Experienced clinicians determined the presence of DSM-IV diagnoses using the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview (M.I.N.I.-Plus [version 5.0.0] [74,75] or the M.I.N.I.-Kidd interview [version 6.0] [76,77]). Given the nature of the LFLSAD sample, special attention was paid to the presence of (sub)clinical SAD. Clinical SAD was established using the DSM-IV-TR criteria for the generalized subtype of SAD, but the clinician verified whether the DSM-5 criteria for SAD were also met. A diagnosis of subclinical SAD was established when participants met the criteria for SAD as described in the DSM-5, but did not show impairing limitations in important areas of functioning (criterion G) [78]. The interviews were recorded to enable a considerate evaluation of psychopathology.

Furthermore, participants completed age-appropriate questionnaires on the level of social anxiety (SA) symptoms. being the Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale for adults (LSAS) [79] or the Social Anxiety Scale for adolescents (SAS-A) [80], as well as on the level of depressive symptoms (Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) [81] or the Children’s Depression Inventory (CDI) [82]). After verifying that values were indeed missing completely at random [83] by carefully inspecting which specific items lacked an answer (for example, whether particular participants failed to answer both the ‘fear’ and ‘avoidance’ question with respect to a social situation described in the LSAS, or whether multiple participants did not reply to one particular item of the questionnaire, which was not the case), incidental missing values were replaced by the average value of the completed items (LSAS: 3 participants with missing values, missing on average over the whole sample: 0.11 % of the items; SAS-A: 1 participant with missing value, missing on average over the whole sample: 0.16 %; BDI: no missing values; CDI: 1 participant with missing values, missing on average over the whole sample: 0.25 %). We used this approach as only a few participants had missing values and for these participants, the number of missing values was limited, making other approaches to handle missing data (for example, multiple imputation or the full information maximum likelihood method) less suitable [83] (i.e., only 29 participants completed the SAS-A, which contains 22 items, and 30 participants filled out the CDI (26 items)). To enable interpreting the scores of the age-specific questionnaires over the whole sample, z-scores were computed [30].

In order to obtain a comprehensive characterization of the sample (cf. [30]), participants completed multiple questionnaires on anxiety-related constructs. The intensity of fear of negative evaluation was assessed using the revised Brief Fear of Negative Evaluation (BFNE) – II scale [84,85]. The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) [86] (see [87] for psychometric properties) was used to determine self-reported trait anxiety, as well as state anxiety before and after the MRI scan. The sensitivity for the temperamental traits ‘behavioral inhibition’ and ‘behavioral activation’ was assessed using the self-report BIS/BAS [88,89] or the BIS/BAS scales for children (BIS/BAS-C) [90].

Furthermore, two subscales of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-IV (WAIS-IV) [91] or Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-III (WISC) [92], the similarities (verbal comprehension) and block design (perceptual reasoning) subtests, were administered to obtain an estimate of cognitive functioning.

2.5. Acquisition MRI data

Scanning was performed using a 3 T Philips Achieva MRI scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands), equipped with a 32-channel Sensitivity Encoding head coil. Prior to the MRI scan, participants were informed about the safety procedures and they were told that they could refrain from continuing the experiment at any time. Children and adolescents were familiarized with the MRI scanner using a mock scanner [93], and all participants received instructions about the task paradigms presented during the scan session [32–35]. The MRI experiment consisted of several structural scans [32,39] and functional task paradigms [33–35,94], and the total duration of the MRI scan protocol was 54 min 47 s.

Participants were instructed to keep their eyes closed and to stay awake during the resting-state scan; meanwhile, functional (f)MRI scans were acquired using T2*-weighted echo-planar imaging (EPI). These scans had the following characteristics: 200 volumes, 38 axial slices, 2.75 mm x 2.75 mm x 2.75 mm x 10 % interslice gap, field of view (FOV) = 220 mm x 115 mm x 220 mm, repetition time (TR) = 2200 ms, echo time (TE) = 30 ms. The first six volumes of each fMRI scan were dummy volumes; these volumes were removed to allow for equilibration of T1 saturation effects.

In addition, a high-resolution EPI scan (84 axial slices, 1.964 mm x 1.964 mm x 2 mm, FOV = 220 mm x 168 mm x 220 mm, TR = 2200 ms, TE = 30 ms) and a high-resolution T1-weighted scan (140 slices, resolution 0.875 mm x 0.875 mm x 1.2 mm, FOV = 224 mm x 168 mm x 177.333 mm, TR = 9.8 ms, TE = 4.59 ms, flip angle = 8°) were acquired and used for within-subject registration purposes. Furthermore, the structural T1-scans were inspected by a neuroradiologist, but no clinically relevant abnormalities were present in any of the participants.

2.5.1. Statistics: characteristics of the participants

Scripts and data supporting this work are available at osf.io/q4hsr.

Participants with and without (sub)clinical SAD (predictor) were compared on demographic variables and on the level of self-reported symptoms by performing chi-square tests in SPSS (v25); dependent variables: gender distribution; distribution of (sub)clinical SAD cases over the two generations; clinical diagnoses) and by fitting multi-level regression models in R (dependent variables: age; estimated IQ; social anxiety symptoms; level of fear of negative evaluation; level of depressive symptoms; level of trait anxiety; level of behavioral inhibition; level of behavioral activation) [RRID: SCR_003005] [95]. Within these multi-level regression models, we modelled genetic correlations between family members by including random effects; a kinship matrix was built using the lmekin function within the coxme package.

2.5.2. Resting-state data

2.5.2.1. General processing steps. FMRI data were denoised using FIX (FMRIB’s ICA-based X-noiserf), a publicly available plugin for FSL (FMRIB Software Library, version 5.0-9) [96], which provides an automatic solution for denoising fMRI data via accurate classification of ICA components [97,98]. This step removed a scanner-related artefact from the data, as well as signals from nuisance variables like cerebrospinal fluid and white matter. Next, data underwent several
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preprocessing steps using FEAT (FMRI Expert Analysis Tool; v6-00) [96,99], including motion correction using MCFLIRT [100], spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of full-width half-maximum (FWHM) 6-0 mm and grand-mean intensity normalization of the entire 4D dataset by a single scaling factor in order to enable higher-level analyses and registration. Scans were first registered to high-resolution EPI images, which were registered to T1 images, which in turn were registered to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) T1-template brain (resolution 2 mm) using FNIRT nonlinear registration (warp resolution 10 mm) [100–102]. Next, ICA-AROMA (ICA-based Automatic Removal Of Motion Artifacts) was used to remove motion-related artefacts [103,104]. Data were then submitted to FEAT to perform non-brain removal using BET [105], high-pass temporal filtering (Gaussian-weighted least-squares straight line fitting, cutoff 0.01 Hz), and registration. Resting-state fMRI data of each participant were registered to their individual 3D T1-weighted anatomical scan using FLIRT [100,101] and subsequently to the MNI T1-template brain. We checked whether the individual scans were registered correctly and confirmed that relative motion parameters did not exceed 2.5 mm.

2.5.2.2. Extraction of functional networks: group level. Group-level resting-state networks were determined using Probabilistic Independent Component Analysis [106] as implemented in MELODIC (Multivariate Exploratory Linear Decomposition into Independent Components; v3-15), part of FSL. This method separates 4D functional data into spatial maps, each with an associated time-course.

First, data were pre-processed, by masking of non-brain voxels, voxel-wise de-meaning of the data, and normalization of the voxel-wise variance. Next, the pre-processed data were concatenated in time and decomposed into sets of independent vectors describing signal variation across the temporal (time-courses) and spatial domain (maps) by optimizing for non-Gaussian spatial source distributions using a fixed-point iteration technique [107]. Estimated component maps were divided by the standard deviation of the residual noise and thresholded by fitting a mixture model to the histogram of intensity values [106]. We chose to decompose the data into 20 spatial maps, in line with previous work in a large dataset, showing that this threshold results in a representative set of functional connectivity networks, with a good balance between clustering and splitting of networks [108].

2.5.2.3. Extraction of functional networks: individual level. Dual regression was used to generate individual-specific versions of the 20 group-level spatial maps, and the associated time-courses [109]. For each subject, the group-average set of spatial maps was regressed (as spatial regressors in a multiple regression) into the individual’s 4D space-time dataset. This results in a set of subject-specific timeseries, one per group-level spatial map. Those timeseries were regressed (as temporal regressors, again in a multiple regression) into the same 4D dataset, resulting in a set of 20 subject-specific spatial maps, one for each of the group-level spatial maps.

2.5.2.4. Identification of networks. The 20 spatial maps at group-level were visually inspected, and based on descriptions of functional networks in previous work [108,110], we selected components with spatial similarity to the six functional networks of interest: the default mode, dorsal attention, executive control, frontoparietal (separated in a left and right-sided spatial map), limbic and salience network. The dorsal attention, executive control, and frontoparietal network were, given the often inconsistent naming conventions of these networks in the current literature, validated using Fig. 1 of the recent work by Witt and colleagues [111], and we checked that these networks were topographically separable. Next, we created binary masks of these networks by using the FSL-tool easythresh (cluster-forming threshold $z > 3.1$, cluster-corrected extent threshold $p < 0.05$) [112]. The networks of interest are illustrated in Fig. 2 and their topographical properties are summarized in Table 1.

2.5.2.5. Statistics: neurobiological candidate endophenotypes within networks. The subject-specific spatial maps, belonging to the networks of interest, were used to examine whether characteristics of iFC could serve as candidate endophenotypes of SAD. We investigated the ‘co-segregation of the candidate endophenotype with the disorder within families’ using multi-level regression models in R [RRID:SCR_003005] [95], with self-reported SA-level ($z$-score; centered) as independent variable and individual voxel-wise iFC within the specified networks as dependent variables. Correlations between family

---

**Fig. 2.** Functional connectivity networks of interest (group-level). Networks are superimposed on the template MNI_T1_152_2mm_brain. Images are displayed according to radiological convention: right in image is left in the brain.
members were modelled by including random effects (lmekin function within the cosine package of R); age and gender (both centered) were included as covariates of no interest (cf. [33–35]). The regression models can be found online at osf.io/q4hsr.

Within each network of interest, the analysis was run for each voxel separately and results (z-scores) were transformed into a nifti image with the dimensions of the MNI T1-template brain. Results were corrected for multiple comparisons using the FSL-tool easythresh (cluster-forming threshold z > 2.3, cluster-corrected extent threshold p < 0.05, minimum of 10 voxels) [112], within the binary masks of the networks of interest.

Next, we determined the heritability of IFC for voxels in the significant clusters: voxelwise heritability estimates were obtained using the statistical model developed by Tissier et al. (2017). This method uses a multivariate mixed probit model in which the ascertainment of the families (based on SAD in the proband and (sub)clinical SAD in the proband’s SA-child) and the familial relationship are taken into account by jointly modelling SAD status in these participants and brain activation. To adjust for age and gender, these variables were included as covariates (both centered) in the marginal regression models. Variance of the random effects was determined using maximum likelihood estimates; subsequently, heritability was computed [113].

Significant findings within networks were followed by analyses with (sub)clinical SAD as a discrete predictor. Furthermore, sensitivity analyses were performed to investigate whether the results of the association analyses were driven by the severity of depressive symptoms as measured by the BDI-II or the CDI, or by (comorbid) psychopathology other than SAD and repeated the association analyses (sensitivity analysis 2). Note however that this latter analysis may yield biased and weaker results, as the majority of the probands, on which the selection of the families was based, had comorbid psychopathology and were thus excluded. We used the same statistical threshold as for the main analyses (cluster-forming threshold z > 2.3, cluster-corrected extent threshold p < 0.05).

3. Role of the funding source

The LFLSAD and Janna Marie Bas-Hoogendam were funded by Leiden University Research Profile ‘Health, Prevention and the Human Life Cycle’. This funding source had no involvement in writing this paper nor in the decision to submit this work for publication.

4. Results

4.1. Data availability and quality checking

The LFLSAD sample consisted of 132 family members, and we collected MRI data from 113 participants (nine families) [30]. Reasons for this data-reduction were the following: MRI contraindication due to medical condition (n = 3); claustrophobia (n = 2); preferred to fill out questionnaires at home only (n = 8); preferred not to take part in the MRI experiment (n = 6). For the present analysis, we had to exclude data from one family (n = 3 family members) as this family’s proband was not able to participate in the MRI experiment due to an MRI contraindication. Therefore, 110 resting-state data sets (from 8 families) were available for fMRI pre-processing and quality control. One dataset could not be used because the relative motion parameters exceeded 2.5 mm. As a result, 109 resting-state fMRI datasets were available for further analysis. Furthermore, data on the presence of subclinical SAD were lost for eight family members.

4.2. Sample characteristics

Characteristics of the sample (n = 109 for the resting-state analyses, data on subclinical SAD available for 101 participants) are presented in Table 2. In line with the design of the study, participants originated from two generations, which differed significantly in age ($\beta \pm SE = -30.2 \pm 0.7$, p < 0.001), but not in male/female ratio.

---

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Clusters</th>
<th>Z-score</th>
<th>Peak coordinates (MNI space)</th>
<th>Cluster size</th>
<th>Regions within cluster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x   y   z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default mode</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0   50   14</td>
<td>10389</td>
<td>Paracingulate gyrus, frontal pole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>-4  48  28</td>
<td>2503</td>
<td>Posterior cingulate gyrus, precuneus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorsal attention</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>44  -32  52</td>
<td>10870</td>
<td>Post- and precentral gyrus, superior parietal lobule, middle / superior frontal gyrus, lateral occipital cortex (right)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>-42 -36  50</td>
<td>9783</td>
<td>Post- and precentral gyrus, superior parietal lobule, middle / superior frontal gyrus, lateral occipital cortex (left)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>52  -60  -8</td>
<td>1252</td>
<td>Lateral occipital cortex, middle temporal gyrus (right)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>-48 -66  -4</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>Lateral occipital cortex, middle temporal gyrus (left)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive control</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>10  8   60</td>
<td>15950</td>
<td>Supplementary motor cortex, superior frontal gyrus, middle frontal gyrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>-4  -60  54</td>
<td>1394</td>
<td>Precuneus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>44  -58  -32</td>
<td>1311</td>
<td>Cerebellum (right)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>-38 -58  -30</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>Cerebellum (left)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontoparietal - left</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>-46 10  36</td>
<td>12493</td>
<td>Middle frontal gyrus, frontal pole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>36  -76  -46</td>
<td>3588</td>
<td>Cerebellum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>-32 -70  44</td>
<td>3492</td>
<td>Lateral occipital cortex, angular gyrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>-58 -50  -12</td>
<td>3143</td>
<td>Inferior / middle temporal gyrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontoparietal - right</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>44  16  44</td>
<td>16425</td>
<td>Middle frontal gyrus, frontal pole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>-46 -50  48</td>
<td>4335</td>
<td>Angular gyrus, lateral occipital cortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>-12 -42  -28</td>
<td>3910</td>
<td>Cerebellum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>66  -28  -10</td>
<td>3150</td>
<td>Inferior / middle temporal gyrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limbic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>-14 -26 -14</td>
<td>15136</td>
<td>Parahippocampal gyrus, bilateral amygdala, bilateral hippocampus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>-46 14  -6</td>
<td>1405</td>
<td>Frontal operculum cortex, insula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saliency</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>60  -28  32</td>
<td>7187</td>
<td>Supramarginal gyrus, parietal operculum cortex (right)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>-62 -26  22</td>
<td>4057</td>
<td>Supramarginal gyrus, parietal operculum cortex (left)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>10  -34  46</td>
<td>3614</td>
<td>Posterior cingulate cortex</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cluster forming threshold z > 3.1, cluster-corrected extent threshold p < 0.05.
(χ²(1) = 0.72, p = 0.45). Family members with (sub)clinical SAD did not differ from family members without SAD with respect to male/female ratio, age and estimated IQ (all p > 0.3), but they reported higher levels of social anxiety and more depressive symptoms. Furthermore, groups did differ in comorbidity rates: family members with (sub)clinical SAD were more often diagnosed with depression (past) and dysthemia (present). These differences were, however, only significant at an uncorrected significance level. In addition, family members with (sub)clinical SAD reported higher levels of fear of negative evaluation, higher levels of trait anxiety and behavioral inhibition (BIS), as well as lower levels of behavioral activation (BAS).

4.3. Neurobiological candidate endophenotypes within iFC networks

Voxel-wise association analyses within the functional brain networks revealed that the level of social anxiety symptoms (z-score SA) co-segregated with iFC within the dorsal attention network (positive association within two clusters, the first located in the left middle frontal gyrus extending into the superior parietal lobule, the second encompassing the right postcentral gyrus, extending into the supramarginal gyrus, middle frontal gyrus and superior parietal lobule) and frontoparietal network (positive association within left middle temporal gyrus) (Fig. 3; Table 3; cluster-forming threshold z > 2.3, cluster-corrected extent threshold p < 0.05). Results within the dorsal attention network even survived when a more stringent threshold (cluster-forming threshold z > 3.1, cluster-corrected extent threshold p < 0.05) was applied. Furthermore, iFC of multiple voxels within these clusters was at least moderately heritable (h² > 0.20) (Table 3).

The follow-up regression analyses within the frontoparietal and dorsal attention network using discrete (sub)clinical SAD as a predictor did not yield clusters surviving the predefined threshold. So, although we did find an association between iFC in these networks and self-reported SA (continuous predictor), there was no relation with (sub)clinical SAD (discrete predictor). We speculate that this lack of a correlation is power-related, as the fMRI sample only contained 39 (sub)clinical SAD cases. This indicates the need for replication of the present findings in a larger sample.

Results of the first sensitivity analysis, with the level of depressive symptoms as an additional covariate, confirmed the relationship between SA and iFC in the dorsal attention network (Table 4), while

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sample characteristics.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Demographics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male / Female (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation 1 / Generation 2 (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in years (mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated IQ (mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diagnostic information (n)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical SAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressive episode present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressive episode past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysthymia present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysthymia past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panic disorder lifetime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agoraphobia present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agoraphobia past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific phobia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized anxiety disorder present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessive compulsive disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol dependency present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol dependency lifetime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-report measures</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social anxiety symptoms (z-score; mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of negative evaluation (mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressive symptoms (z-score; mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAI - trait (mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIS (z-score; mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAS (z-score; mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Due to technical reasons, data on the presence of subclinical SAD were lost for eight family members. Data from these participants were, however, included in the endophenotype analyses using SA-level (z-score) as a predictor. BAS = behavioral activation system; BIS = behavioral inhibition system; SD = standard deviation; SE = standard error; STAI = state trait anxiety inventory.*
work includes, among others, the superior parietal, middle and posterior parietal areas, supramarginal gyrus, angular gyrus, and the supplementary motor area (SMA). These regions play a role in voluntary top-down orienting and selecting attention in accordance with goals, as well as in emotion regulation [110,115–117]. The clusters of increased iFC in the present work were located in the left and right middle frontal gyrus, extending into the bilateral superior parietal lobule (Fig. 3); alterations within this network were also present in two sensitivity analyses, being a sensitivity analysis accounting for the level of depressive symptoms (Table 4) and an analysis in which participants with comorbid psychopathology were excluded (Table 5). These findings underscore the robustness of the results within this network.

One previous study showed changes in iFC related to SAD within the dorsal attention network, and these alterations were located within the inferior frontal gyrus (increased connectivity) and superior parietal gyrus (decreased connectivity) [71], while others implicated reduced iFC in the dorsal attention network in participants with high levels of social inhibition [118].

Interestingly, several studies on structural characteristics in SAD, as well as research on functional brain reactivity in socially-anxious participants, revealed alterations within regions of the dorsal attention network. For example, a voxel-based meta-analysis showed increased gray matter volume in the left superior parietal gyrus in SAD patients without comorbidity [119]; cf. the accompanying commentary [120]. Moreover, Brühl et al. described increased cortical thickness in the superior parietal cortex in SAD [121], a finding confirmed by Zhao and colleagues [122], although we and others could not replicate this finding in multiple samples of SAD patients [32,123,124]; cf. [125]. At the functional level, Kreifelts et al. linked increased brain activation within the dorsal attention network to a negative attention bias towards socially-rejecting laughter [126], while other studies involving patients with SAD implicated the superior parietal lobule in emotion processing and cognitive control [127], in viewing disorder-related pictures [128], and in processing social threat (study in healthy participants: enhanced activity during watching negative videos) [129].

The frontal parietal network, which is often divided into a left- and right lateralized component, typically involves the pars opercularis and pars triangularis of the inferior frontal gyrus (Brodmann area 44/45), parts of the parietal lobe (angular gyrus and supramarginal gyrus), extending into the temporal gyrus (BA 22/39/40); the left-lateralized component of the network involves Broca's and Wernicke's areas supporting the role of this network in several language and cognition paradigms [108,130]. Our data revealed increased iFC in a cluster located in the left middle temporal gyrus (MTG), a region implicated in the implicit detection of social environmental signals [131] and processing emotional faces [132]. Several previous studies on resting-state functional connectivity networks, using various analysis methods, reported alterations in this area related to SAD. First of all, Yun and colleagues showed alterations in connectivity of the left MTG in SAD patients using graph theory analysis (reduced within-module degree z-score), which was related to the subjective degree of functional impairment [133], while others reported increased functional connectivity between the right hippocampal gyrus and the left MTG [65], hyperconnectivity between subcortical nodes and the left MTG [63], and increased negative functional connectivity.
between the amygdala and left MTG [60]. Two other resting-state studies from the same research group, focusing on the amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations (ALFF) in brain activation, revealed altered regional baseline brain function in, among others, the left MTG, in SAD patients, but the results were inconsistent as one study reported decreased ALFF and the other increased ALFF [134,135]. Although the differences in methodology prevent a direct comparison of these findings, for example with respect to the direction of the changes (increased vs. decreased connectivity), these results clearly implicate the left MTG as an important network hub in the socially-anxious brain.

In addition to these connectivity studies, neuroimaging research on the structure and function of the socially-anxious brain revealed larger gray matter volume of the MTG [119], as well as increased MTG activation during the processing of external threats (i.e., detecting an angry face in a crowd), positively related to the level of social anxiety [136]. Furthermore, greater symptom reduction after cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) was associated with the baseline level of MTG activation in a sample of 14 patients with SAD [137]. It should be noted however that the findings in the frontoparietal network were not replicated in the sensitivity analysis when depressive symptoms were taken into account (Table 4) or when accounting for comorbid psychopathology in the sample (Table 5). We cautiously speculate that this points towards the influence of depressive symptoms on the left MTG network, cf. the findings described by [138].

Together, these neurobiological alterations within the dorsal attention and frontoparietal network could underlie the negative attention- and interpretation biases which are commonly present in SAD patients [139–142]. Furthermore, by demonstrating heritability within these SA-related clusters (Table 3), the present data extend previous work by provided novel evidence for increased iFC within these networks as candidate endophenotypes of the disorder. Therefore, we hypothesize that the alterations in iFC within these networks reflect the innate vulnerability to the development and maintenance of these biases [143]. As such, it is important to establish the cerebral structures and networks underlying these information processing biases, as they offer potential targets for treatment. For example, it deserves to be investigated whether effective CBT or attention bias modification (ABM) training, which are commonly used treatments for anxiety [144–150], would alter iFC within these networks, specifically in the areas revealed by the present work. Previous work demonstrated changes in structural connectivity after active ABM [151] as well as alterations in brain structure, function and connectivity after CBT [152–154] and a combination of ABM and CBT [155], but, to the best of our knowledge, changes in attentional networks (like the dorsal attention and frontoparietal networks) due to these treatments have not been specifically examined. Furthermore, the brain networks revealed by the present work could be targets for brain stimulation like transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) [156,157] or transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) [158–160]; cf. [161].

Contrary to our expectations, iFC within four other networks of interest (default mode, executive control, limbic and salience; Fig. 2) did not show a significant association with the level of social anxiety. Previous work did reveal alterations within these networks related to SAD, although there is little consistency in these findings, probably due to small samples which vary in characteristics and differences in methodology (cf. the discussion provided in [162]). Liao et al., for example, reported on increases as well as decreases in functional connectivity within the default mode network in a sample of young adult SAD patients (n = 20; mean age 22.9 years) compared to matched healthy control participants (n = 20), although these alterations were not related to the level of symptoms when analyses were corrected for multiple comparisons [71]; Pannekoek and colleagues, on the other hand, were unable to replicate these SAD-related alterations within the default mode network (sample: n =12 patients with SAD but without comorbidity, mean age 34.8 years vs. n = 12 matched healthy controls), but they did report on abnormalities in connectivity within the limbic and salience network [60]. In addition, Geiger and colleagues described SAD-related changes in connectivity within the executive control network, as well as between this network and the amygdala (n = 18 SAD patients vs 15 control participants), but they did not investigate other functional networks. Together, these findings stress the need for large-scale studies on functional connectivity in SAD, using a comprehensive approach encompassing multiple functional networks, in order to determine reliable characteristics of functional connectivity in SAD.

The LFLSAD, from which the data of the present work originated, is a unique neuroimaging study involving two generations of family members, including patients with clinical SAD, participants with subclinical SAD, and family members without social anxiety [30]. This design enabled investigating the co-segregation of social anxiety with iFC within families, and establishing heritability. However, due to the cross-sectional design of the study, the trait stability of iFC (endophenotype criterion 2) could not be examined, nor could we compare iFC between non-affected family members and the general population (second part of endophenotype criterion 4). Longitudinal studies, involving control families from the general population as well as socially-anxious families, are essential to study these criteria. In addition, studies comparing patients and unrelated healthy control participants could provide further evidence for the association with the disorder (endophenotype criterion 1).

Furthermore, although we corrected the analyses for age, we were, due to the complexity of the regression models (accounting for familial relationships), unable to take specific neurodevelopmental changes in functional connectivity into account. Previous work indicated changes within resting-state networks across the human lifespan [163–165], while another study including typically developing individuals and patients with internalizing psychopathologies (age 7–29 years) indicated differential age-related alterations in iFC between the groups [169]. These findings stress the need for incorporating the neurodevelopmental perspective into endophenotype research (cf. [27]). In addition, it should be noted that the findings of the present study are probably not specific for (social) anxiety, although sensitivity analyses, accounting for the effect of depressive symptoms and comorbid psychopathology within the sample, replicated the findings within the dorsal attention network. Interestingly, two recently published papers provided evidence for transdiagnostic alterations in functional connectivity, in networks underlying cognitive performance [166] and networks supporting executive control and self-referential processes [167]. Therefore, endophenotype studies dedicated to SAD, as well as large-scale transdiagnostic studies on the connectivity of the human brain are needed to explore which alterations in brain connectivity increase the genetic vulnerability to social anxiety and internalizing psychopathology in general. Lastly, due to the family-structure of the dataset, we were unable to analyze the neuroimaging data using permutation tests (cf. the recommendation by [168]). As methodological and technical advances are constantly being made, future studies will most likely be able to perform more advanced analyses using further sophisticated analysis methods.

To conclude, the results of the present work point at increased iFC in the dorsal attention and frontoparietal network as candidate endophenotypes of SAD, using data from a unique sample of families genetically enriched for social anxiety. These findings have relevance for preventative and therapeutic interventions for youth at risk for developing SAD.
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